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OBJECTIVE  
This paper is targeted for those who are interested in knowing the technical as well as business 
aspects related to broadcast network industry, so that, they have an informed understanding of the 
nature of mass media, the techniques used by them and the impact of these techniques.  
 
MOTIVATION  
More and more Bangladeshis started immigrating to Canada and other countries as technical 
immigrants in mid 90s from all over the world. All of us brought valuable transferable skills, which 
if utilized in a coordinated manner can bring benefit for our community and Canadian society as a 
whole. Newcomers need proper guidance from their predecessors about how the industries are 
running, what are the requirements, job possibilities, etc. so that they can match their skills to the 
existing possibilities in Canadian industries and upgrade (if necessary) to make themselves job 
ready. 
 
As an electronics engineer and having wide experience in broadcast industries in Kuwait and 
Canada, I feel enthusiastic to discuss the technical aspects of TV programming in the context of the 
Weather Network, Toronto as a way of contribution towards technology transfer and helping 
newcomers in this field. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Television is a part of our daily life. We can not imagine a world without it. We ingest televised 
images into our subconscious mind, and they become a pattern for our perception of the world. 
Through our TV sets, we are told what to think, what to want, what to buy, how to live, whom to 
vote for. We accept its messages because they are constantly bombarding us. Television has become 
the ultimate brainwashing tool.  
 
Broadcast entertainment industry offers growing worldwide business and job opportunity. Current 
and future trend is digital in the broadcast and telecommunication industry to achieve faster 
communication, better quality and reliability at a lower cost. Moreover, entertainment industry (e.g. 
television, radio, music channels, etc.) and computer networks (LAN/WAN) are integrating together 
as the physical technology to offer such an integration at a reasonable cost is available now. 
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Overwhelming success of the Internet video streaming media has made the broadcast entertainment 
industry more viable to the general public. 
TELEVISION BROADCASTING:  ANALOG OR DIGITAL  
Televisions signal processing and delivery was analog for long time. Whether the processing and 
delivery of signal should be analog or digital depends on many factors. Analog signal is the same as 
on normal TV; if signal is weak, picture will be snowy. For digital signal there are only two logical 
situations; either there is full quality signal or there is nothing. 
 
In fact, perception of vision allows us to see only analog video signal. Video camera and 
microphone take the picture (video) and sound (audio) and convert them to analog video and audio. 
This is fine. But then come the question of further processing, archival, copying and delivery of 
these signals to end points. Here comes the unquestionable benefit of digitization that brings 
reliability, excellent quality, flexibility and economy --- all the positive benefits that can never be 
achieved in the analog domain. In fact the era of analog processing and delivery did reach its 
ultimate goal and further achievement was impossible; digital domain replaced it. That’s why; we 
need digital processing and delivery. But we will have to live with the transfer of these signals 
to analog and back because human being can naturally perceive them only in the analog 
domain. It means, in the signal processing chain we need ADC (analog to digital converters) and 
DAC (digital to analog converters).  
 
BROADCAST MEDIA 
Media is specific means of artistic communication including forms such as film, art, voice, music, 
sounds, text, programming etc. Network based broadcast television is a form of electronic media. 
Media can be categorized into the following: 

• Electronic media: TV, radio, film, computers, videos, telephones, photography, etc. 
• Print Media: newspapers, magazines, books, junk mail, travel brochures, etc.  
• Popular Culture: stardom, celebrity-making, clothing trends, fashion craze, etc. 

 
THE WEATHER NETWORK BROADCASTING 
The whole system of weather information collection, processing and exchange is network based. In 
fact, it is an integration of analog/digital broadcast equipment in a LAN/WAN environment. 
Canadian and global weather data is collected, processed and transmitted from The Weather 
Network, Mississauga to all over Canada along with smartly created live video and audio from the 
studios. The operation as a whole is the result of a complex teamwork of computers and technical 
experts. The complete processing is based on the following:  

• Data and image collection, processing and distribution 
• Program Production 
• LAN/WAN system 
• Broadcast studio and audio/video processing 
• Audio/video and data distribution 
• Errors and corrective measures 
• Revenue collection 
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Data and image collection, processing and distribution: 
Weather data such as current temperature, air pressure, wind speed, etc. is collected by the main 
facility 'Meteomedia' in Montreal from the Environment Canada. Weather data consists of data from 
different cities. Special programs run there to logically separate data for different cities and then data 
is uploaded to the ANIK 2 satellite. Continuous images of Toronto road traffic is collected by the 
Mississauga facility from the MTO (Ministry of Transportation) cameras permanently fixed on poles 
along the highways. A huge dish downloads data from ANIK 2 satellite to the Weather Network 
(Mississauga facility). This data is called PMX that is always current, updated every 20 seconds. 
 
Rooftop dishes (Mississauga facility) collect current image of cloud condition around the globe. 
They track the geostationary weather satellites 'GOES 8' and 'GOES 10' scanning the earth globe 
from East and West. Every 30 minutes there is a full scan of the globe. Certain programs are running 
within the network that separate the cloud from background, superimpose them exactly on the global 
map, which is logically cut into pieces according to the regions and cities. 
 
Meteorologists work on these maps using related data. The whole information is passed through 
computerized statistical modeling program, and a reliable weather forecast for current day up to next 
3 days is created. Graphics department creates graphics for different days and times (e.g. Sunday 
Evening) that is superimposed on the map. Briefers superimpose coloured weather icons on each 
days maps and save them to the online server for use by the on air talents. At the same time they 
advice (brief) on air talents regarding weather conditions. 
 
News writers write and continuously update the weather news script using Reuters and other 
information services. This news data is fed to a studio computer that is used to throw the script on a 
teleprompter (monitor just below the camera facing the talent reading news) where the news appears 
in large font. The talent remotely scrolls this news via a foot pedal and reads from it. A printed copy 
of the news is always there on the table as a backup. On air talents (program presenters/anchors) are 
the most important actors who present the whole information to the viewers. 
 
Program Production: 
The program production consists of live presentations from the studios and many audio/video 
segments (called CLIPS) or commercials saved on video servers. Airing information (when and for 
how long to broadcast) regarding these segments is time scheduled and entered in advance into an 
automation computer scheduling system (called AIRBOSS) by the Traffic department.  
 
Before beginning of his days work the program producer loads current day's program schedule from 
Airboss computer. Groups of talented operators/equipment assist him. The Switcher controls the 
sound and picture, routes the signal to appropriate end points, switches the cameras, backgrounds, 
mixed effects, etc.  
Airboss controls the program schedule. Once the current event time is up, it automatically jumps to 
the next event. If the next event is a commercial, it instantly brings the commercial from the online 
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server to the program output. If it's a live program, the switcher switches the camera at that specific 
moment. The whole computer/human interaction is like a robotic mechanism. The smart Airboss 
checks in advance whether the required program material (commercial) is ready in the online server, 
and alerts producer/operator if it is missing so that the required material can be cached into the 
server from a digital tape media. 
 
Program producer has a printed script of his day’s work. He checks the schedules on Airboss, edits 
it if necessary, loads the required maps from the online server, queues/loops them for the studio 
talent, advises the talents via intercom, runs countdown clock that is displayed on a studio monitor 
so that the talent knows when to start /stop a news segment. Thus a perfect timely live audio/video is 
transmitted to the audience.  
 
Talent/on air presenter follows producer’s direction and reads the news segment. Smart teleprompter 
and count down clock help him to start and finish the news segment within a predefined time. Audio 
system consists of highly sophisticated wireless sound system, integrated telephone system and 
intercom system. The integrated telephone system is used to keep audio communications during live 
hits from other Canadian regions/cities via Bell telephone network. 
 
   LAN/WAN system: 
The whole operation of The Weather Network is integrated into a high speed LAN/WAN through 
hubs, switches, T1, fiber optics and satellite link. Data (video clips, sound clips, etc.) is taken from 
the online server; maps and backgrounds are taken from specially designated servers, weather data is 
taken from special data/image processing computers designated for each city. Because the 
Mississauga based weather network transmits weather news for all Canadian regions and cities, 
some related data files are FTPed to Montreal Meteomedia for further processing. Montreal 
Meteomedia in turn FTPes related files to Mississauga at certain intervals. It further uploads current 
weather related data to the ANIK 2 satellite for Mississauga and cable service providers in other 
Canadian regions.  

 
Broadcast studio and live audio/video processing: 
Television picture for any show is generated as analog signal by the studio cameras. It is processed 
as a digital data inside the camera and routed (via digital router) to the main switcher, effect 
machine, etc. as digital data for further processing and sending to the program output. At the same 
time analog signals from the cameras are switched to different monitors for viewing the pictures. 
This is live picture in the PREVIEW mode. Studio wireless microphones generate audio, which is 
processed via audio mixer and simultaneously passed to the program output. 
 
Maps for the required news are listed and queued in memory of the Inscriber computer by the 
producer. While casting the news material, the Keywall talent brings those maps on the screen with 
the click of a remote clicker (kind of mouse). The Keywall is a single coloured background usually 
dark green, blue or red. The Keywall talent acts in front of it as if he is pointing to the maps on the 
wall. In fact he looks on a preview monitor that shows the maps plus superimposed (-keyed) picture 
of him. Thus he can guess where his hand/position is relative to the map.  
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Switcher/operator mixes/superimposes all the required pictures, maps, etc. on the program output 
using preprogrammed DVE (digital Video Effect machine), digital switcher, etc. Special technique 
(CHROMA KEYING) is used to key in (superimpose) the talent (who acts and reads news in front 
of a green background) over a VIRTUAL BACKGROUND. The virtual background is a prerecorded 
video segment that continuously runs as an image file from the online server and is controlled by 
AIRBOSS. As a result it creates the illusion as if the talent is sitting in front of that background. 
 
All the program material is passed through different computers on the LAN/WAN running 
Windows NT, Windows 95/98, and DOS. Depending on the type of signal and final requirement, it 
is passed through ADC (Analog to Digital Converter), DAC (Digital to Analog Converter), router, 
manual patch panel, etc. Processing of all data is done in the standard 4:2:2 digital format. 
 
Audio/video and data distribution: 
At the final stage of local channel (Toronto and suburbs) video production, weather data (PMX) for 
every separate city (e.g. Toronto, Mississauga, Hamilton, Scarborough, etc.) is superimposed on the 
program output video on separate channels, multiplexed with program audio, converted into optical 
signal and fed to Rogers (Cable Company) via fiber optics for distribution to customers homes via 
cable distribution. The program (video/audio + data) is also fed back to the station for internal 
monitoring.  
 
For Hamilton/ Burlington/Oakville area, video signal only is fed to Cogeco (Cable Company). 
Cogeco downloads the weather data directly from satellite sent by Montreal. For other provinces, 
video/audio from the national channel is sent to Telesat Canada which uploads the signal to 
satellite. Cable companies in other provinces download this video, download data from Montreal and 
feed them to customers’ homes.  
 
Errors and corrective measures: 
It is always desirable that everything runs smoothly. But it rarely happens, network errors are very 
common. Errors in video/data production, processing, distribution and transmission depends on 
many factors:  

• The weather itself. Sometimes strong wind changes the dish orientation, solar/lunar eclipses 
corrupt weather data. 

• Software bugs & Hardware fault 
• Sudden network congestion makes the data flow slower or halts the system.  
• Operator error, wrong data entry, etc. 

In case of unavailability of data due to unavoidable circumstances panic page (blue screen) is 
displayed. Experienced network and broadcast engineers are available round the clock to take 
preventive and corrective measures. Sometimes signal and data are channeled through 
redundant/backup servers while doing network/system upgrade.   
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Revenue: 
Revenue is generated from commercials and weather channel services to cable companies. The 
companies (whose commercials are transmitted over the channel) are billed via special automated 
software, which collects the transmission timings, duration, etc. for transmitted commercials from 
the automated Airboss scheduling PC. 
 
OUR COMMUNITY TV CHANNEL/TORONTO:    POSSIBLE?                            
Television entertainment is a part of our everyday life. Community structure here is diverse, 
multicultural. Many communities (Indian, Pakistani, Spanish, etc.) stepped forward to broadcast 
their own programs on weekends and weekdays. The community entrepreneurs buy certain time slot 
in the local TV channel (CFMT, City TV, Rogers, etc.) to broadcast community programs. We 
could jump start from technical workshops within BPNetwork’s current plans. Experienced people 
should voluntarily come forward to share their knowledge with others. It would technically help our 
community to prosper, and help the person who shares his knowledge. Through workshops we could 
discuss about the future possibilities of creating such a community channel. It would be very useful 
for the local community to have such type of programming. We could use such community channel 
for: 

• Education  
• Job development 
• Community entertainment  
• Community and country news, etc.  

Community programming should be created and chosen with the following criteria: 
• Programming  must be entertaining so that viewers are attracted 
• Information delivery must be simple and reliable 
• Program material should reflect social and global values and diversity 
• Must stay competitive using latest technology and proper management 
• Must be economical so that the business remains profitable 
• Should have aggressive marketing policy, etc.  

To set up such a business what we need is: 
• Desire to have such a programming for our Bangladeshi community  
• Motivated entrepreneurs 
• Technical expertise, talents, artists 
• Step by step planning, workshops, accounting, marketing policy 
• Networking. In business it is more important whom we know, not what we know! 
• Licensing and Finance (donation, bank loan, advertisement collection, etc.) 
• Equipment and adequate space for studio and editing 

 
PRIVATE TV CHANNEL/BANGLADESH:         POSSIBILITIES 
Bangladesh has a small but potentially growing advertising and entertainment market. About 3.28 
million households have satellite TV connections, with a 17% penetration which goes up to as much 
as 33% in upmarket homes. Bangladesh television BTV is loosing it’s programming credibility as 
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87% of cable and satellite homes tuning into Zee TV’s free to air (FTA) channel transmitted from 
Hong Kong (Star TV) and India (Doordarshan). There are mainly two satellite TV bands: C & Ku. 
C-Band generally requires a dish larger than 6 feet for effective reception. Ku-Band dish can be as 
small as 2 feet (even smaller). 
Local cable TV companies have started operations in Dhaka. Twelve Internet service providers are 
now operating in Bangladesh offering full Internet access via 64 KB VSAT connections. 
Already the Family Planning Association of Bangladesh produced a series of talk shows on 
adolescents’ problems, and it was very successful. ATN channel over star TV bringing some 
BANGLA programming which is very successful. 
Possibilities are favorable to set up profitable entertainment private cable TV channel in Dhaka, 
Bangladesh because: 

• Ultimately more privatization policy will be incurred. 
• People always want a kind of TV programming that reflects their values, brings real 

entertainment that is economic, reliable, authentic and more interactive. 
• The technology, experts, environment and talent to set up such a business in an economical 

way is there. 
• Motivated business minded people are coming forward. 
• People are mentally prepared to get such kind of programming to get rid of boredom and 

foreign influence 
 

 
CONCLUSION 
I believe we have the resources to do something better in Canada. We need proper motivation to 
share our ideas, so that our community could be benefited. We have to start small, think big. Before 
everything else, getting ready is the secret of success. I hope this white paper will help BPNetwork 
associates to proceed with their future endeavors. 


